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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate three-phase eutectic growth during thin-film

directional solidification of a model symmetric ternary eutectic alloy. In contrast

to two-phase eutectics that have only a single possibility, abab. . ., as the growth

pattern, during three-phase eutectic growth infinite possibilities exist. Here, we

explore the possible existence of pattern selection influenced by the change in

the solid–solid interfacial energies and the diffusivities. We begin the study by

estimating the undercooling vs. spacing variation for the simplest possible

configurations of pattern lengths 3 and 4, where phase-field simulations are

utilized to quantify the influence of the solid–solid interfacial energy and the

contrast in the component diffusivities. Subsequently, extended simulations

consisting of multiple periods of abd. . . as well as abdb. . . are carried out for

assessing the stability of the configurations to long-wavelength perturbations in

spacing. Thereafter, growth competition among the simplest patterns is inves-

tigated through phase-field simulations of coupled growth of configurations of

the type abd½ �m abdb½ �n, (m, n) being the respective number of periods. Finally,

pattern selection is studied by initializing with random initial configurations

and classifying the emerging patterns based on the phase sequences. The

principal finding is that, while there is no strong phase selection, between the

solid–solid interfacial energies and the contrast in the component diffusivities,

we find the latter to strongly influence pattern morphology.
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT.

Introduction

Coupled growth of eutectic alloys presents an inter-

esting problem for both physicists and material sci-

entists. From a theoretical perspective, understanding

the growth and dynamics of these systems is crucial

to understanding pattern formation in non-equilib-

rium systems. For a metallurgist, the coupled growth

presents a vast combination of multiphase

microstructures, which provide avenues for tweaking

the mechanical, chemical and functional properties of

materials. Although the interest of the metallurgical

industry is in bulk eutectic microstructures, from a

scientific standpoint, a deeper understanding of

microstructure evolution during thin sample growth

becomes useful for the investigation of even more

complex dynamics of pattern formation during bulk

solidification. In this paper, we explore 2D lamellar

growth in ternary three-phase eutectics using the

phase-field method under directional solidification

conditions.

We begin with a brief review of the studies of

eutectic growth and an extended survey can be found

in [1]. The first studies on the coupled growth of

phases during eutectic/eutectoid reactions are due to

Zener [2], that are subsequently improved and

extended by Tiller [3], Hillert [4], and Jackson and

Hunt (JH) [5] which is the most widely used theory

for the investigation of eutectic microstructure evo-

lution. The JH theory presents a simplified version of

the complex Stefan-problem of two-phase eutectic

growth leading to the solution of the interface shape,

the composition fields as well as the variation of the

solidification front undercooling as a function of

spacing. The operating point in eutectic morpholo-

gies is derived as the minimum undercooling spacing

kmin with the scaling relation k2minv ¼ constant, (v

being the velocity). The simplicity of the calculations

lends to its wide utilization to predict the scale of the

microstructure in experiments. Langer [6] provides a

theory for the temporal evolution of spacings in

response to long-wavelength perturbations through

which he presents a quantitative rationale for kmin

being the marginal stability point for eutectic growth,

where spacings lower than kmin are susceptible to

elimination (also referred to as the Eckhaus instabil-

ity) and topological mechanisms/instabilities (in bulk

solidification conditions) exist for reduction in spac-

ings larger than the kmin. While kmin is therefore a

reasonable approximation for the observed eutectic

microstructural scale, in reality there exists a small

range of stable spacings around kmin, where spacings
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lower than kmin could also be stable to the Eckhaus

instability [7, 8]. This experimental observation has

also been confirmed through phase-field simulations

and the difference with the predictions from Langer’s

theory arises because of the assumption that the

motion of the tri-junction is normal to the local

solidification envelope, which is shown to be incor-

rect from the observations of tri-junction motion in

phase-field simulations [7–9].

Spacings larger than kmin in thin-film solidification

conditions are prone to oscillatory and tilt instabili-

ties. The existence of oscillatory instabilities beyond a

critical spacing is first shown by Datye and Langer

[10]. Further, mechanisms of symmetry breaking

include tilt instabilities that have been studied theo-

retically and experimentally [11, 12]. Later, Karma

and Sarkissian [13] utilize the boundary element

method for computing stability diagrams and esti-

mate the complete range of instabilities, that are in

good agreement with experimental findings [14]. For

bulk solidification conditions, the zig–zag instability

has been simulated using the phase-field model [15].

Similar to binary eutectic alloys several experi-

mental studies have been conducted on three-phase

eutectic alloys, that include Ag–Al–Cu [16–22], In–Bi–

Sn [23–30], Sn-Ag-Cu [31], as well as a number of

transparent organic systems [32, 33]. Here, we will

focus on the issues related to thin-film solidification

where in contrast to two-phase growth there exist

infinite possibilities for the growth configurations

(e.g., abd. . ., abdb. . . and so on). Mirroring theoretical

efforts on binary eutectic two-phase growth, deriva-

tions similar to the JH theory for predicting under-

cooling vs. spacing variations are performed by

Himemiya et al. [34] for certain lamellar configura-

tions, and a more generic derivation for any periodic

arrangement of lamellae is available in Choudhury

et al. [35]. Further in [35] a comparison is made

between the undercooling vs. spacing relationships

derived analytically and that measured from phase-

field simulations where a symmetric ternary eutectic

alloy has been considered. Additionally, the different

modes of oscillatory instabilities have been investi-

gated using phase-field simulations and the symme-

try-breaking modes are compared with those

observed in the case of two-phase eutectic growth. A

novel short-wavelength instability is also derived

which leads to the transformation of a single period

of abdb to abd below a critical spacing.

With regard to pattern selection, experimental and

modeling studies indicate the formation of patterns

that are mirror symmetric, for example abad [24].

With the development of novel quasi-2D directional

solidification techniques and in situ characterization,

experimentalists have studied the long-wavelength

perturbations in lamellar spacing and stability limits

of the abad pattern in the In–Bi–Sn eutectic alloy

using controlled directional solidification experi-

ments [27, 28]. Additionally, the coexistence of dif-

ferent lamellar patterns with larger periodic cycles

like the ½ab�m½ad�n along with the abad pattern is

reported and transitioning mechanisms between

patterns have been suggested. However, the param-

eters influencing the pattern selection are yet unclear.

For asymmetric patterns such as abd which occur as

transients during the solidification process, tilts of the

solid–solid interface with respect to the temperature

gradient direction in directional solidification are

found to occur due to the absence of mirror sym-

metry [27] that have also been observed in phase-

field simulations [36] for unequal interfacial energies

as well as due to contrasting component diffusivities

[37] and asymmetric concentration profiles [24, 38]

brought about by unequal phase fractions or asym-

metry in the phase diagram. While in the In–Bi–Sn

eutectic it has been observed that the short abd
transients that grow tilted are eliminated to form the

abdb pattern [27], a modeling study that investigates

the competing growth of different patterns and

quantitatively assesses why some patterns are

observed more than others is lacking.

This forms the motivation for this paper, where we

will utilize phase-field simulations to investigate

pattern competition and pattern selection upon vari-

ation of two principal parameters; solid–solid inter-

facial energies and the solutal diffusivity contrast

while keeping the phase-diagram symmetric. While

the number of parameters is vast, the mentioned

properties bring about changes in the two factors

influencing eutectic growth, the capillarity and the

diffusion and therefore we expect to derive broad

insights with wide applicability across different

ternary eutectic systems. The studies will first deter-

mine the influence of contrast in solutal diffusivities

and difference in solid–solid interfacial energies

among the three interfaces on the undercooling vs.

spacing variation of the simplest configurations, i.e

abd. . . and abdb. . . (along with permutations) in
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‘‘Constrained simulations’’ section. Subsequently,

temporal evolution of spacing in the simplest con-

figurations, in response to long-wavelength pertur-

bations, will be studied in ‘‘Pattern stability’’

section. Thereafter, in ‘‘Pattern competition’’ section,

competing simulations involving multiple periods of

the simplest configurations will be conducted for

varying interfacial energies as well as solutal diffu-

sivity contrast. Finally in ‘‘Complex patterns’’ section,

simulations starting from random initial configura-

tions are performed and the steady-state patterns are

classified by the phase sequences. The simulation

studies will reveal the transformation mechanisms

between the different configurations as well as the

influence of the asymmetries with respect to the

interfacial energies and the diffusivities on the evo-

lution of steady-state patterns.

Methodology

We use a multi-phase-field model based upon the

grand potential formulation [39, 40] and applied in

microstructure simulations of three-phase eutectic

growth in [37, 41–44]. The volume fraction of each of

the N phases (N = 4) is represented as /a;/b;/d;/l

� �
,

and the phase evolution equation for each phase is

written as,

s�
o/a

ot
¼ � r � oað/;r/Þ

or/a
� oað/;r/Þ

o/a

� �

� 1

�

owð/Þ
o/a

� owðT; l;/Þ
o/a

� kV;

ð1Þ

where s is the relaxation constant that controls the

interface kinetics [39] and is calculated as in [45, 46]. �

controls the diffuse interface width. að/;r/Þ is the

gradient energy term calculated as

að/;r/Þ ¼
PN;N

a\b c
abjq~abj

2, where cab is the a� b

interface energy and q~ab ¼ /ar/b � /br/a is the

interface normal vector. w is the driving force defined

in terms of the grand potential, and wð/Þ is the

multiphase double obstacle potential. The Lagrange

multiplier kV is used to impose the constraint
PN

a /a ¼ 1. The phase-evolution equation 1 is cou-

pled with the mass conservation equation described

in terms of the diffusion potential for the (K � 1 ¼ 2)

independent components as,

oli
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� �
¼

XN

a

ha /ð Þ oc
a
i l;Tð Þ
olj

" #�1

ij
(
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�
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� oT
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a
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oT

� �

l

ha /ð Þ
)

:
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In the preceding equation 2, we have used the

matrix-vector notation, where quantities in curly

braces {} are vectors of size K � 1, while quantities in

square brackets [] are matrices of size

ðK � 1Þ � ðK � 1Þ. The set ca ¼ ðcaA; caBÞ contains the

concentrations of the independent components of

each phase, hað/Þ is the interpolation function

between phases (the form is chosen the same as in

[46]). Jat;i is the anti-trapping current (functional form

is available in [45, 46]), and under directional solidi-

fication at temperature gradient GT and a constant

velocity v,
oT

ot
¼ �GTv. The mobility matrix Mij is

linearly interpolated between the phases with

gð/aÞ ¼ /a as

Mij

� 	
¼

XN

a

Da
ik

� 	 ocak l;Tð Þ
olj

" #

gð/aÞ: ð3Þ

In any eutectic reaction, the diffusivity of the com-

ponents in the solid phases is much lower compared

to the diffusivity of the components in the liquid.

Hence, we have assumed the solid phases to have

zero diffusivities of the solutes, which is represented

by the null matrix, i.e. a matrix having all the indi-

vidual solute diffusivities,

DAA ¼ DBB ¼ DAB ¼ DBA ¼ 0. For the liquid phase

different diagonal matrices are chosen for different

conditions of diffusivities,

1 0

0 1


 �
;

1:6 0

0 1


 �
and

2 0

0 1


 �
: ð4Þ

Thus we have three liquid diffusivity matrices for

three different cases, with increasing ratio of

Dl
AA=D

l
BB from 1 to 2. For conciseness, the above three

diffusivity matrices will henceforth be referred to by

their diagonal components as Dl ¼ ð1; 1Þ, Dl ¼ ð1:6; 1Þ
and Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ respectively. We construct a ternary

phase diagram using paraboloid free energies for
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each of the four phases involved in the eutectic

reaction. Since our principal aim is to study the

influence of solid–solid interfacial energies and liquid

diffusivities on the pattern selection, we construct a

symmetric phase diagram, where all the solid phases

occupy equal volume fractions (1/3) at the invariant

point and have symmetric liquidus and solidus

slopes. As a result, the free energy paraboloid of the

solid phases is symmetrically distributed around the

paraboloid of the liquid phase in the centre. The free

energies are represented as a function of the two

independent components as [47]:

faðcÞ ¼
X2;2

i\j

Aa
ijcicj þ

X2

j

Ba
j ðTÞcj þ EaðTÞ;

where Aa
ij ¼ Al

ij ¼ 1, Bl
jðTÞ ¼ 0 and ElðTÞ ¼ 0. Ba

j ðTÞ
and EaðTÞ are derived for each solid phase as in [41],

such that a symmetric phase diagram is produced.

The thermodynamic parameters are listed in the

Table 1, all in non-dimensionalized units. The a
phase is richer in component A, the b phase in

component B and the d phase in component C.

In the following sections, we perform two kinds of

simulations, constrained simulations and extended

simulations of lamellar patterns. The constrained

simulations are conducted to extract the solid–liquid

interfacial undercooling vs. spacing relationships of

the simplest lamellar patterns with the lowest num-

ber of lamellae in a period, namely the abd, abad,

abdb and dadb lamellar patterns for different solid–

solid interfacial energy configurations and liquid

diffusivities, and thus provide insights about the role

played by these parameters on the relative under-

coolings of the different lamellar patterns. Subse-

quently, in order to find out the limit of stability of

the patterns to long-wavelength perturbations and

also calculate the phase-diffusion coefficient, we

carry out extended simulations where the initial

configuration of 10 or 20 periods of uniformly spaced

patterns is slightly perturbed and the evolution

dynamics is studied with time. In order to study the

competition between the abd and abdb patterns, we

conduct extended simulations starting with 5 periods

of each pattern arranged as [abd�5½abdb�5. These

simulations are conducted for different spacings of

the abd and abdb pattern to study the stable spacing

regimes of the different patterns. Eventually, we

carry out a set of extended simulations starting from

a random initial configuration of small solid-phase

lamellae to explore the final pattern selection. The

extended simulations are conducted by imposing

periodic boundary conditions on the domain

boundaries lying parallel to the growth direction.

Along the growth direction, the simulation box has a

height of � 3:6Dmax=v, where Dmax ¼ maxðDl
AA;D

l
BBÞ,

and the moving window technique is imposed in the

growth direction [48] for simulating growth of the

solid in an infinite reservoir of liquid maintained at

the eutectic composition.

Results

Constrained simulations

For the lamellar three-phase eutectics, the configu-

rations having the lowest number of lamellae in a

cycle are the abd and abdb (along with permutations).

We first investigate the solid–liquid interfacial

undercooling vs. spacing (DT � k) variation for the

abd and abdb lamellar arrangements of the three-

phase eutectic patterns, and verify against the ana-

lytical solutions of the Jackson–Hunt type

DT ¼ K1vkþ K2=k, where K1;K2 depend upon the

physical properties of the alloy system and the

lamellar geometry as derived in [35]. The simulation

domain is initialized with one abd lamellar cycle with

periodic boundary conditions imposed at the domain

boundaries lying parallel to the growth direction. The

Table 1 Simulation parameters (non-dimensionalized units)

Parameter Symbol Value

Eutectic temperature Teut 1

Eutectic composition cleut (0.333, 0.333)

caeut (0.6, 0.2)

cbeut (0.2, 0.6)

cdeut (0.2, 0.2)

Liquidus slope ml�a (1.2, 0)

ml�b (0, 1.2)

ml�d ð�1:2;�1:2Þ
Solidus slope ma�l (1.6, 0)

mb�l (0, 1.6)

md�l ð�1:6;�1:6Þ
Solid–liquid interface energy cal; cbl; cdl 0.333

Velocity v 0.002

Temperature gradient GT 5� 10�5
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abdb pattern transforms to the abd pattern for small

spacings as observed in [35], where the transforma-

tion involves one of b lamellae increasing in width

while the other reduces and thus the same volume

fraction of the phases is maintained. This transfor-

mation mechanism leads to elimination of one of the

b lamellae in the sequence, below a critical spacing

which we will refer to as the short-wavelength

instability spacing limit (kswel ). Due to this, we initial-

ize the simulation domain with just half the lamellar

spacing of abdb lamella with Neumann boundary

conditions imposed at the domain boundaries lying

parallel to the growth direction which are also the

planes bisecting the a and d lamellae. This constraint

restricts the transformation of abdb to abd pattern,

thus enabling us to map the entire undercooling vs.

spacing variation of the abdb morphology. For equal

diffusivities and interface energies, the patterns

having four lamellae in a cycle, namely the abad, abdb
and dadb patterns, all have the same undercooling-

spacing relationship due to the symmetry of the

eutectic system chosen in our study, hence we will be

referring to all these patterns as abdb. The difference

between the kmin derived from analytical predictions

[35] and those derived from phase-field simulations

for the abd and abdb patterns is \5% as shown in

Fig. 1. The difference between the undercooling vs.

spacing curves obtained from the analytical and

phase-field simulations is attributed to the approxi-

mations in the analytical solution, and similar devi-

ations between the two approaches have been

discussed in References [35, 37, 49] for two-phase and

three-phase eutectics. The value of the minimum

undercooling spacing obtained from the phase-field

simulations, kabdmin ¼ 202, and kabdbmin ¼ 258 will be used

to normalize the spacings in the rest of the paper. As

observed in Fig. 2a, the DTmin for the abd arrangement

is lower than that for the abdb arrangement for the

case when all the interface energies are the same

(cab ¼ cad ¼ cbd ¼ 0:333). Next we impose asymme-

tries in the solid–solid interfacial energies and eval-

uate the undercooling vs. spacing variation for the

abd and abdb patterns. Upon increasing the a� d

interface energy to cad ¼ 0:40 and further to

cad ¼ 0:49, the abd pattern goes from a lower mini-

mum undercooling to a higher minimum under-

cooling compared to that of the abdb pattern as

depicted in Fig. 2a. This can be understood on the

basis of a lower curvature undercooling as one of the

higher energy solid–solid interfaces a� d is absent

from the abdb pattern. Similarly, an increase in the

undercooling curve is observed for the abad and dadb

patterns upon increasing the cad to 0.49. Another way

we can add an asymmetry to our ideal symmetric

eutectic system is by making the two solutal diffu-

sivities of the liquid unequal, Dl
AA [Dl

BB, thus

reducing the relative diffusivity of component B,

which has the highest composition in the b phase. We

observe a lower minimum undercooling for the pat-

tern that has a higher number of the b phase lamellae

in a periodic cycle (abdb pattern) compared to the

other patterns with a lower b phase lamellar fre-

quency as shown in Fig. 2c for a diffusivity ratio of

the components Dl
AA=D

l
BB ¼ 2. The relative position

of the undercooling vs. spacing plots can be

explained based upon the changes in the average

constitutional undercooling extracted from the

phase-field simulations shown in Fig. 2d, which

reveals that the average constitutional undercooling

of abdb configuration with the highest frequency of

the b lamellae that is also rich in the slowest diffusing

component has the lowest constitutional undercool-

ing. The constitutional undercooling is lowest at the b
liquid interface as highlighted in Fig. 2e for the abdb

Figure 1 Undercooling vs.

spacing (DT � k) using the

phase-field method and

analytical solution for a abd b

abdb.
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pattern. Further, by increasing the diffusivity of one

of the species while keeping the other diffusivity

constant leads to an increase in the effective diffusion

length in the system. This results in a reduction in the

slopes of the variation of the constitutional under-

cooling with spacing for all patterns which leads to

the shift in the minimum undercooling spacing to

larger values with the maximum shift occurring for

the abdb configuration. With an increase in diffusiv-

ities, the minimum undercooling spacing for Dl ¼
ð2; 1Þ (kabdmin;D2

¼ 233, and kabdbmin;D2
¼ 320) has increased

compared to the case with equal diffusivities. Fur-

ther, the steady-state growth morphology for the abd
pattern bears a tilt with respect to the direction of the

thermal gradients which is possibly due to the

absence of a mirror-symmetry in the abd that has also

been reported previously [37]. The variation of the

average tilt of the solid–solid interfaces with spacing

is highlighted in Fig. 3 for Dl ¼ ð1:6; 1Þ and

Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ. The average tilt angle increases linearly

for spacings around kmin for both the diffusivity

ratios, with a higher tilt angle for Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ com-

pared to Dl ¼ ð1:6; 1Þ. For the abdb pattern no tilt in

the solid–solid interface is observed, due to the

presence of a mirror symmetry bisecting the a and d
lamellae.

For much higher spacings, we observe different

oscillatory modes depending upon the symmetry of

the pattern (Fig. 4) which is explored in detail in [35].

The abd pattern shows 1� k�O mode oscillations

for equal diffusivities, and 1� k�O mode with tilt

for unequal diffusivities, (Fig. 4c for Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ). The
abdb shows a mixed mode (1� k�O and 2� k�O)

for equal diffusivities, and a 2� k�O mode where

Figure 2 Undercooling vs. spacing (DT � k) plots from

constrained simulations for a Dl ¼ ð1; 1Þ with increasing

interface energy of the a� d interface, from 0.333 to 0.40 and

0.49. b Dl ¼ ð1:6; 1Þ c Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ. An increase in a� d interface

energy or a relative lowering of the diffusivity of the B component

leads to a lower minimum undercooling of the abdb configuration

compared to the abd. d Average of the constitutional undercooling

of each phase extracted from phase-field simulations, dashed lines

are linear fit. e Constitutional undercooling at the b-liquid interface
extracted from phase-field simulations, dashed lines are linear fit.
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the width of the b phase lamellae remains the same

while oscillating for unequal diffusivities. Since, the

present paper is devoted to the study of pattern

competition and selection we will defer the deter-

mination of the complete stability diagrams and

mapping of the oscillatory instabilities to a later

study.

Thus we have a combination of parameters where

the minimum undercooling of the abdb pattern and

abd pattern bear the following relationship,

DTabd
min\DTabdb

min for Dl ¼ ð1; 1Þ; cad ¼ 0:333 and

Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ; cad ¼ 0:24; DTabd
min � DTabdb

min for Dl ¼
ð1:6; 1Þ; cad ¼ 0:333 and DTabd

min [DTabdb
min for Dl ¼

ð1; 1Þ; cad ¼ 0:49 and Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ; cad ¼ 0:333. So far,

using constrained simulations we have obtained a

first insight on the undercooling vs. spacing rela-

tionships for the different lamellar patterns under

varying solid–solid interfacial energies and liquid

component diffusivities. The subsequent results will

focus on the pattern stability, pattern transition and

selection for the mentioned five parameter sets under

extended simulations.

Extended simulations

In this section we investigate three aspects about the

configurations, first is the stability of the simplest

configurations to long-wavelength perturbations,

followed by studies on pattern competition and pat-

tern selection. For this, we perform extended simu-

lations with a large number of lamellae, where given

the higher degrees of freedom for lamella adjustment,

dynamic properties like the pattern stability to long-

wavelength perturbations, competition and transfor-

mation between different patterns are captured.

Pattern stability

First, we study the stability of the patterns to long-

wavelength perturbations in the lamellar spacing. For

this, we initialize the morphology with a large

number of periods (N ¼ 10 or 20) of the abd and abdb
patterns with different domain sizes corresponding

to different average spacings. To this configuration of

lamellae of uniform width, a small random deviation

is imparted to the width of each lamella. Figure 5

shows the evolution of the abd morphology starting

Figure 3 Average tilt angle (in degrees) of solid–solid interface

with respect to the temperature gradient direction for abd pattern

with Dl ¼ ð1:6; 1Þ and Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ. Spacing scaled with the kmin

corresponding to the respective diffusivity values for the abd
pattern.

Figure 4 Oscillatory modes

for simulations at larger

spacings for different patterns

and diffusivities a 1� k�O

mode for Dl ¼ ð1; 1Þ, abd; b
mixed mode (1� k�O and

2� k�O) for Dl ¼ ð1; 1Þ,
abdb; c 1� k�O mode with

tilt for Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ, abd; d 2�
k�O mode for Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ,
abdb.
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with 10 periods with an average spacing of

k ¼ 162 ¼ 0:8kabdmin, which is just below the threshold

for lamella elimination (kabdel ¼ 0:83kabdmin). Elimination

of 2 abd periods is observed resulting in the steady-

state configuration having 8 abd periods and an

increased average abd spacing of k ¼ 202 ¼ kabdmin. Thus

the abd pattern undergoes lamellar elimination due

to a long-wavelength perturbation in spacing,

whereas the abdb pattern undergoes transition to an

abd pattern for spacings less than 1:09kabdbmin by elimi-

nation of alternate b phase lamella (Fig. 7a). This

particular transition occurs even for a single period of

abdb, therefore, the lower bound of spacings for the

abdb is limited by this short-wavelength instability

[35] and not the true lamella elimination instability

limit due to an Eckhaus type instability.

For larger spacings beyond kel, we study the

kinetics of spacing homogenization, and calculate the

phase-diffusion coefficient. The phase-diffusion

coefficient indicates how fast the system stabilizes

itself against a perturbation of the lamellar spacing.

The spacings for each of the abd and the abdb pat-

terns is calculated by tracking the a� b� l triple-

point coordinates, denoted as ðxn; ynÞ for the n’th

period, which is at the intersection of /a � /l ¼ 0 and

/b � /l ¼ 0 contours. From the a� b� l triple points

we calculate the spacing of each period as

kn ¼ xn � xn�1, and find the deviation of the spacing

(dkn) from the average spacing (k), computed as

dkn ¼ kn � k. We obtain the discrete Fourier trans-

form as [8]

Yðk; tÞ ¼ 1

N

XN�1

n¼0

dknexp inkkð Þ; ð5Þ

where k is the wave-vector. We fit the Fourier

amplitude (Y(k, t)) corresponding to the small wave-

vectors k (or large wavelengths L ¼ 2p=k) with an

exponential in time (Yðk; tÞ ¼ expðxktÞ) to compute

the growth rate (xk) as shown in Fig. 6a. The phase-

diffusion coefficient Dk for average spacing k is

obtained from the second order coefficient of para-

bolic fit of xk ¼ �Dkk2 for small k in Fig. 6b. The

calculated phase-diffusion coefficient Dk is larger

than the one obtained from the analytical solution in

[6] given as

D? ¼ K1kv2

GT

�
1� 1

K2

�
; ð6Þ

where K ¼ k=kmin, K1 is the coefficient of fit to the

Jackson–Hunt equation of the form DT ¼ K1vkþ K2=k
and the difference (Dk �D?) is attributed to the

component of triple-point motion parallel to the

solid–liquid envelope (Djj ¼ Dk �D?) [9]. In order to

investigate the motion of the triple junctions, we find

the angle between the triple-point velocity vector and

the local solid–liquid envelope normal for each triple-

point. The average of the absolute of this angle for all

the triple-points with time is plotted in Fig. 6c.

Although the deviation is small (\ 1�) as also

observed in [8, 9], this leads to a triple-junction

velocity component parallel to the local solid–liquid

Figure 5 abd morphology of average spacing k ¼ 162 ¼ 0:8kabdmin

and a small random noise imparted to the initial spacing.

Elimination of 2 periods of abd pattern is observed. Image is

scaled 2X in the width. In all the microstructural images in this

paper, the red, green, blue and yellow colors represent the a, b, d
and liquid phases respectively.
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envelope, which is responsible for the stability of the

abd pattern for spacings as low as kel ¼ 0:83kabdmin.

Using the empirical equation Djj ¼ BvkK from [7, 8],

we get the value of the constant coefficient Babd �
0:05 and Babdb � 0:11. While we have investigated the

pattern stability to long-wavelength perturbations for

the case of equal diffusivities, for the case of unequal

diffusivities we do not expect a change in the

behavior of the temporal evolution of the spacings in

the abd pattern, with only a change in the growth

exponents brought about by the modification to the

undercooling vs. spacing relationships. However, for

the abdb pattern in addition to the change in phase

diffusivities, a difference in the temporal evolution is

expected for smaller spacings due to the change in

the relative positions of the short-wavelength and

Eckhaus instability limits brought about by the

changes in the diffusivity contrast (for example, the

short-wavelength instability limit reduces from kswel ¼
1:09kabdbmin for Dl ¼ ð1; 1Þ to kswel ¼ 0:82kabdbmin;D2

for

Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ). For parameters where the lamella elimi-

nation instability limit is larger than the short-wave-

length instability limit, we expect to see an Eckhaus

type instability also for the abdb pattern. For such

cases, there will be spacings between the limits cor-

responding to the short-wavelength instability and

the lamella elimination instability where the Eckhaus

instability will lead to an increase in spacings (with-

out the coordinated elimination of b lamellae as in the

short-wavelength instability) and thereby the transi-

tion to the simpler abd patterns will not occur.

Pattern competition

In order to study competition between the abd and

abdb patterns, we initialize our extended simulations

with five periods each of abd and abdb patterns with

the arrangement ½abd�5½abdb�5. We begin the first set

of simulations with all the solid–solid interfaces

having the same interfacial energy of 0.333, and equal

liquid diffusivities (Dl ¼ ð1; 1Þ). Both the patterns are

initialized with the same spacing of

k ¼ 270 ¼ 1:33kabdmin ¼ 1:05kabdbmin , which corresponds to

the undercooling of the abdb pattern being higher

than that of the abd pattern (DTabdb
k [DTabd

k ). We

observe the abdb pattern transforming to an abd
pattern, through termination of every alternate b
phase as shown in Fig. 7a, also called as the short-

wavelength instability in [35]. This observation is

made for spacings lower than 1:09kabdbmin . The entire

morphology transforms to 10 periods of the abd

pattern of average spacing of k ¼ 270 ¼ 1:33kabdmin

(Fig. 7b), resulting in a reduced average interfacial

undercooling compared to the initial configuration

with the abd and abdb patterns existing together.

When initializing the system with a larger spacing

(k ¼ 360) such that DTabd
k [DTabdb

k , the patterns

coexist at the same interfacial undercooling by

adjusting their average steady-state spacing to kabd ¼
327:1 ¼ 1:62kabdmin and kabdb ¼ 383:7 ¼ 1:49kabdbmin as

shown in Fig. 8a. Initializing with even higher spac-

ings leads to the onset of oscillatory instabilities in the

abd phase, and in this paper we limit the study to

spacings below the oscillatory regime.

Thus we see in an ideal symmetric ternary alloy

with equal interfacial energies and liquid

Figure 6 a Decaying exponential fit to Fourier amplitude with

time to determine xk. b Parabola fit to growth rate (xk ¼ �Dkk
2)

to determine the phase-diffusion coefficient Dk for k ¼ 1:16kabdmin.

c Average over all triple-points of the angle between the triple-

point velocity vector and the local solid–liquid envelope normal. In

c, the line through the points is drawn as a guide to the eye.
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diffusivities, the transformation from abd ! abdb is

not observed. One of the ways to influence this

transformation is by changing the interfacial energies

of the a� d interface that is absent in the abdb pat-

tern. In the following, we increase the interfacial

energy of the a� d interface cad ¼ 0:49, which essen-

tially increases the undercooling of the a and b pha-

ses that share an interface with the d interface as a

result of increased curvature of the respective solid–

liquid interfaces. For a spacing of k ¼ 360, which

corresponds to DTabd [DTabdb with cad ¼ 0:49

(Fig. 2a), we do not see a transformation from the abd
pattern to the expected abdb pattern. The morphol-

ogy maintains the initial pattern configuration with

just an adjustment of the average spacings

(kabd ¼ 317:5 ¼ 1:57kabdmin and kabdb ¼ 388:3 ¼ 1:51kabdbmin )

leading to an almost equal undercooling for both the

patterns (see Fig. 8b). Moreover, the spacing at which

the abdb pattern transforms to abd pattern still

remains the same, which is an indication that the

dynamics of the abdb morphology is unaffected by

the change in the interfacial energy of the interface

that does not exist in the pattern. Thus, we conclude

that the morphology does not always result in the

lowest undercooling pattern [24], and a short-wave-

length elimination instability [35] results in the

transformation of the abdb pattern to the abd pattern,

even though the resulting interfacial undercooling

might be higher. Hence, interfacial undercooling does

not serve as a true indicator of the stability between

different pattern arrangements.

To investigate this further, we perform simulations

with equal interfacial energies but with unequal dif-

fusivities in the liquid, Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ, thus making the b
phase richer in the slower diffusing component and

resulting in DTabd
min [DTabdb

min (Fig. 2c). We conduct

extended simulations with the same initial two pat-

tern configuration for a range of lamellar spacings.

For a spacing of k ¼ 306 ¼ 1:32kabdmin;D2
¼ 0:96kabdbmin;D2

,

which corresponds to a higher undercooling of the

abd pattern with respect to the abdb pattern

(DTabd
k [DTabdb

k ), we observe a transformation from

the abd to the abdb pattern as shown in the entire

solidification morphology in Fig. 9. In the initial

Figure 7 a Zoomed in section

showing the abdb pattern

transforming to abd pattern by

elimination of alternate b
phase lamella for an initial

spacing of k ¼ 270 for both

the patterns with the initial

configuration ½abdb�5½abd�5. b
Final steady state with the

configuration ½abd�10 with

k ¼ 270 ¼ 1:33kabdmin.

Figure 8 Starting with an initial spacing of k ¼ 360 for both the

abd and abdb patterns with the configuration ½abdb�5½abd�5. a
Both the patterns abd and abdb coexist at the same interfacial

undercooling. b For a higher interfacial energy of cad ¼ 0:49, still

both the patterns coexist.
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transient, the abd patterns have oscillations that

gradually die down. As also observed in constrained

simulations of the abd pattern for unequal diffusivi-

ties, the abd patterns grow with a tilt with respect to

the temperature gradient direction, and this also

influences the growth of the abdb patterns as well,

that had initially started with a 0� tilt angle. This tilt

occurs in the abdb pattern due to the modification of

the composition profiles in the liquid ahead of the

solidification front brought about by the adjoining

abd patterns. The asymmetry in the composition

profiles ahead of the tilted abd pattern influences the

composition distribution in the liquid ahead of abdb
pattern resulting in a asymmetry that leads to a tilt.

Thus, even a pattern that has mirror symmetry axes

bisecting the a and d phase lamellae inherits a tilted

growth form from an adjoining pattern through the

interaction of the diffusion fields.

Unlike in the previous case where the transforma-

tion abdb ! abd occurred by elimination of alternate

b lamellae, and did not require large spacing

adjustments, here the reverse transformation from

abd ! abdb progresses through a cascading effect as

shown in the transformation events in Fig. 9, and also

in the time sequence in Fig. 10. The transformation

occurs at an abd pattern growing with a tilt which has

an abdb pattern as a neighbor, by elimination of a
phase lamella followed by d phase lamella on either

side of the b phase lamella. This mechanism of abd
transforming to abdb is also observed experimentally

in the In–Bi–Sn eutectic system in [27]. The steady-

state pattern has about 6 periods of the abdb patterns

and 2 periods of abd pattern which are unable to

transform and is possibly a result of the finite simu-

lation size and the number of periods under consid-

eration. The tilt of the morphology is a function of the

number of abd periods, where the final average tilt

Figure 9 Entire solidification morphology forDl ¼ ð2; 1Þ starting
with an initial configuration ½abdb�5½abd�5 of spacing k ¼ 306 for

both the abd and abdb patterns. The steady-state morphology has

6 abdb and 2 abd periods. To resolve the features, the image is

scaled 3X in the width, hence the tilt looks exaggerated.

Figure 10 a–c Zoomed in section showing the time sequence of

the abd pattern transforming to abdb pattern by elimination of a
phase lamella followed by d phase lamella on either side of the b

phase lamella for the case of Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ and initial k ¼ 306.
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angle (0:76�) has reduced compared to the initial

average tilt angle (2:28�) when there were a higher

number of abd periods. The resulting spacing

homogenization takes longer times to complete with

the tilted morphology, where even in same configu-

ration, the spacing is non-uniform and continues to

evolve with time for the duration of the simulation.

The average spacing for each pattern is kabdb ¼
420:5 ¼ 1:31kabdbmin;D2

and kabd ¼ 268:5 ¼ 1:16kabdmin;D2
. Due

to the non-uniformity of the spacings, the patterns

also do not reach a common interfacial undercooling

as noticed by the difference in the solid–liquid

interfacial position. Thus we see that the presence of

unequal diffusivities provides a topological pathway

for the transformation from abd ! abdb which was

unavailable for the case of equal diffusivities. Here,

we believe that it is the tilted growth form of the abd
pattern that is central to this transformation. The

variation of the tilt is influenced by the magnitude of

the solutal diffusivity contrast as highlighted in Fig. 3

as well as the spacings. The magnitude of the tilt

determines the possibility of this transition from the

simpler to the more complicated pattern, with a

higher tilt leading to an increased possibility for the

transformation.

While these simulations involving configurations

of patterns that are composed of multiple periods of

simpler patterns provide insights about transforma-

tion mechanisms between configurations, in general,

the patterns arising in experiments need not corre-

spond to just these simpler patterns. In the following,

we investigate whether there exists any strong ten-

dency for pattern selection in response to the changes

in the solid–solid interfacial energy or the solutal

diffusivities.

Complex patterns

We assess pattern selection by performing simula-

tions with a random arrangement of a large number

of solid phase lamellae (nuclei) of small width. This

demands that the spacings of the patterns increase by

the termination and merging of lamellae, and finally

evolve into a steady-state pattern. Just like the pre-

vious studies on pattern competition, here as well we

conduct a number of simulations by varying the

solid–solid interfacial energies and liquid diffusivi-

ties, but starting from a random initial configuration.

For equal interfacial energies and equal liquid

diffusivities (Dl ¼ ð1; 1Þ), Fig. 11a shows the initial

transient where the lamellae increase their spacing by

termination and merging events, and the steady-state

profile is shown in Fig. 11b. Unlike the previous

extended case with equal diffusivities and interfacial

energies having initial configurations of the type

½abdb�5½abd�5, where the steady-state patterns depen-

ded upon the initial spacing and were predominantly

composed of simple patterns of the type abd or abdb,
here in addition to the simple patterns, we observe

long mirror symmetric complicated patterns of the

form ½abd�2½aba�½dba�2 and ½dba�½dbd�½abd� in Fig. 11b

where we have factorized the complicated patterns

into periods of the simplest cycles. In order to

understand the influence of the size of the initial

lamellae on the final pattern, we conduct another

simulation with the same setup as described above,

but with a lower initial lamellar size, and thus a

higher number of initial lamellae. We again observe

long mirror symmetric patterns of the type

½adb�½dab�3d½bad�3½bad� (Fig. 11c), along with an

increase in the total number of lamellae which is a

consequence of the reduced initial random lamellae

size. Moreover, upon increasing cad to 0.49, similar

patterns as in the above cases are observed which

consist of periods of simple 3 and 4 cycle patterns

(½bda�6) along with a complicated mirror symmetric

pattern (½dab�d½bad�) (Fig. 11d). From these simula-

tions starting with a random initial configuration, we

see that in the steady-state morphology, simple 3 and

4 cycle patterns along with long mirror symmetric

patterns are selected for Dl ¼ ð1; 1Þ and the changes

in the solid–solid interfacial energies extends a weak

influence on pattern selection, although there is

strong influence on the positions of the undercooling

vs. spacing curves as revealed in Fig. 2a. However,

this result ignores the influence that the solid–solid

interfacial energy would have on the distribution of

nuclei at the start of solidification in actual experi-

mental conditions.

Figure 12 shows the morphology obtained when

Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ and all solid–solid interfacial energies are

0.333. The initial transient shows elimination and

merging events resulting in an initial selection of

predominantly abdb patterns. We also observe the

transformation of the abad pattern to the abdb pattern

after a long time into the solidification regime that

involves the elimination of a single a lamella (note

that DTabdb\Dabad). The steady-state morphology is
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predominantly abdb (7 periods), with 2 abd periods,

having an average spacing of 397 (1:24kabdbmin;D2
) and 275

(1:18kabdmin;D2
) respectively, and a steady-state average

tilt angle of 1�. Thus we have obtained a morphology

that majorly contains the abdb pattern which has the

lowest minimum undercooling for Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ. This
result can be seen as an influence of the lowered

constitutional undercooling in front of the b� l

interface in the abdb configurations (see Fig. 2e) that

allows such pattern occurrences to grow ahead than

others. Interestingly, since the relative diffusivity of

the component B is lower, it also leads to a steeper

diffusion gradient corresponding to the component B

ahead of the b phase. The corresponding

microstructural size of the b phases that result in the

final pattern bears a reflection to the reduced diffu-

sion distances of the component B ahead of the b

solidification front, where due to the larger frequency

of b lamellae, the corresponding widths are lower

than the lamellae of the other phases.

Next, we reduce cad to 0.24 while retaining the

diffusivity matrix Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ, thus decreasing the

interfacial undercooling of the abd pattern as com-

pared to the previous case with all interfacial energies

equal to 0.333, and the final morphology is shown in

Fig. 13. Unlike the previous case of Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ and

equal interfacial energies, here we see that there is no

clear winner and the final configuration shows the

presence of 3 and 4 cycle patterns along with com-

plicated mirror symmetric patterns (½dabad� and

½bad�½b�½dab�), although the length of the mirror

symmetric patterns has reduced compared to those

observed with equal diffusivities having equal inter-

facial energies. Due to the reduced length of mirror

Figure 11 a Initial random arrangement of phases showing

merging and termination of lamellae for Dl ¼ ð1; 1Þ and all the

solid–solid interfacial energies are 0.333. b–d Steady-state

configurations. Existence of long mirror symmetric

configurations is observed (spanned by the blue arrow). The 3

cycle patterns are represented by the brown arrows, and the 4 cycle

patterns by the cyan arrow. b The steady-state morphology when

all the solid–solid interfacial energies are 0.333 is represented as

½abd�3½abd�2½aba�½dba�2½dbab�2½dba�½dbd�½abd�, where the

overline denotes a mirror symmetric pattern. c On reducing the

initial random lamellae size, the steady-state configuration is

½bda�½bdb�½adb�½adbd�½abda�½bdab�½adb�½dab�3d½bad�3½bad�. d On

increasing cad to 0.49, the steady-state morphology is

½bda�6½dab�d½bad�½babd�½abad�½ba�½dbda�.
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symmetric patterns and highest diffusivity contrast

(Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ), this configuration also exhibits the lar-

gest tilt angle of all the extended simulations of 2:65�.

A similar situation arises for a simulation with

Dl ¼ ð1:6; 1Þ and equal interfacial energies, for which

the abd and abdb patterns have nearly equal values of

DTabd
min ¼ DTabdb

min (Fig. 2b). The steady-state configura-

tion is again complex (Fig. 14), with no clear winner,

having the presence of mirror symmetric segments

(½dab�2d½bad�2) along with the abd pattern, and an

average tilt angle of 0:72�.

In summary, there is no evidence from our simu-

lations to suggest that there is a strong selection of a

given pattern in response to the change in the solid–

solid interfacial energy or the solutal diffusivities,

when starting from random configurations. The pat-

tern that emerges is a result of the complex interplay

of the availability of transition mechanisms between

configurations, instabilities and the asymmetry in the

growth morphologies. In this light, one does not

expect to find a selection among the patterns. In

particular, the only case we find a near clear winner

is for the simulation in Fig. 12 where we find a strong

influence of the diffusivity contrast on the selection of

the pattern abdb. The length scale of the lamella

corresponding to the phase richer in the slower dif-

fusing species is finer compared to the width of the

lamella of the other phases, which is a reflection of

the lower diffusion length of the slower diffusing

species in the liquid, ahead of the phase richer in the

slower diffusing species. A key factor that possibly

influences the appearance of this pattern is that the

short-wavelength instability that limits the spacings

over which such patterns remain stable is the lowest

for this case (kswel ¼ 0:82kabdbmin;D2
) and thereby this pat-

tern has the largest range of stable spacings when

Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ and interfacial energies are equal. How-

ever, the situation becomes complex when there is a

superposition of the asymmetries in the diffusivity

and the interfacial energies. In general, we find that

the introduction of any asymmetry reduces the

length of the mirror symmetric patterns that appear

in the final microstructure. Additionally, among the

asymmetries, a key differentiation is that, contrast in

the solutal diffusivity also leads to tilted patterns that

is brought about by the associated asymmetry in the

composition field ahead of the solid–liquid interface.

This tilt in the morphology that typically occurs for

patterns without a mirror symmetric axes, is also

transmitted to the co-existing mirror symmetric pat-

terns through the interaction of the composition

fields in the liquid, thus giving rise to a globally tilted

morphology with respect to the imposed temperature

gradient.

Figure 12 Entire solidification morphology starting with a

random initial configuration for Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ and all interfacial

energies of 0.333. The steady-state morphology has

predominantly abdb patterns. To resolve the features, the image

is scaled 3X in the width.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we conduct constrained and extended

phase-field simulation studies of thin-film directional

solidification in a model symmetric three-phase

eutectic alloy in order to investigate pattern forma-

tion influenced by changes in solid–solid interfacial

energies and diffusivities. We begin with constrained

simulations in order to obtain insights about the

solid–liquid interfacial undercooling vs. spacing

variations for the simplest patterns possible, of cycle

lengths 3 and 4 under different conditions of solid–

solid interfacial energies and liquid diffusivities.

Expectedly, we find that the changes in the solid–

solid interfacial energies influence the position of the

undercooling curves through a modification of the

curvature undercooling, while the introduction of

contrast in solute diffusivities modifies the constitu-

tional undercooling. In particular, we find that when

the relative diffusivity of component B is lowered, the

minimum undercooling of the abdb pattern is the

lowest where the b phase is richer in the slower dif-

fusing species. With respect to the morphology, a

contrast in the solute diffusivity leads to a tilt with

respect to the temperature gradient, where the extent

of the tilt scales with the magnitude of diffusivity

mismatch as well as the spacings. The tilt arises

because of a lack of mirror symmetry in the abd
pattern in contrast to the abdb pattern. Thereafter, we

investigated the stability of the patterns to long-

wavelength perturbations. Here, we observed that in

contrast to the Eckhaus type instability leading to

lamella elimination that sets the lower bound of

spacings for the abd pattern, for the abdb pattern it is

the short-wavelength instability [35], that occurs

before the Eckhaus instability for the case of equal

diffusivities and interfacial energies. This transition

that involves the increase in width of one of the

smaller b lamella and reduction in the other, in a

given abdb pattern, becomes unstable for spacings

below the short-wavelength stability limit and leads

to the transition to the simpler abd morphology. The

position of the short-wavelength and Eckhaus insta-

bility limits determines the temporal evolution to

long-wavelength perturbations at small spacings. The

relative positions are a function of the solute diffu-

sivity contrast, where we find that on reducing the

relative diffusivity of the species B, the short-wave-

length instability limit is lowered for the abdb where

the b phase is richer in the slower diffusing species.

Subsequently, we have investigated pattern compe-

tition between the two simplest patterns as a function

of the asymmetry in interfacial energy and the solute

diffusivity. Here, we find that the co-existence of the

simplest patterns are a function of the spacings and

diffusivity contrast. For equal diffusivities, the sim-

plest patterns can co-exist when the spacing of the

abdb pattern is larger than the short-wavelength

instability limit and the steady-state microstructure of

the co-existing morphologies is such that the under-

coolings of the two morphologies are nearly equal.

On introduction of a solutal diffusivity contrast, the

Figure 13 Steady-state morphology for Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ starting with

a random configuration with reduced cad ¼ 0:24. The morphology

has the configuration ½dab�5½dbab�2½dabad� ½bad�½b�½dab�, where

the overline denotes a mirror symmetric pattern. Brown arrows

span abd patterns and cyan arrows span abdb patterns.

Figure 14 Steady-state morphology for Dl ¼ ð1:6; 1Þ. The

morphology has the configuration ½bdba�2b½dab�2d½bad�2
½badb�½abdba�½dba�2, where the overline denotes mirror

symmetric patterns (spanned by the blue arrow in the Figure).

Brown arrows span abd patterns and cyan arrows span abdb
patterns.
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co-existing patterns of abd and abdb, develops a tilt

because of the interaction between the composition

fields ahead of the two patterns, where the asym-

metry in composition ahead of the abd pattern

modifies the otherwise symmetric composition pro-

files ahead of the abad solidification front, resulting in

a tilt in the entire coexisting pattern. The magnitude

of the tilt determines the coexistence of the patterns.

For larger diffusivity contrasts that lead to increased

tilts, e.g. Dl ¼ ð2; 1Þ, we find a new transition mech-

anism that leads to the transformation from the abd to
the abdb pattern which involves a coordinated elim-

ination of the a and d lamella from the abd mor-

phology. This mechanism might explain the more

usual observations of mirror symmetric patterns of

the abdb type in experiments. Thereafter, we inves-

tigate the formation of complex patterns starting

from random configurations, where we find the

occurrence of large mirror symmetric sequences for

the equal interfacial energies and solute diffusivities

whose length diminishes on introduction of asym-

metry in the solute diffusivity and the interfacial

energy.

Finally, while the simulation studies bring out

insights about the pattern formation during thin-film

growth, the results must be assessed in light of the

consideration that in reality experiments are only

quasi-2D. The presence of a separation in between the

glass plates in actual experiments provides for 3D

transformation pathways that are not present in the

simulation studies performed in this paper. These

transformation pathways include the possibility of

phase invasion [27] from behind the viewing plane

leading to possibilities for lamellar width refinement

as well as the formation of patterns that might not be

possible in the present simulation studies. In reality

such simulations are rather difficult as they must not

only include the physics of the solidification phe-

nomena but also the interaction of the solid and liq-

uid phases with the glass walls. Inclusion of such

effects remains a scope for future work. Further,

while we have studied the influence of solid–solid

interfacial energies by lowering one of the three

possible interfaces, in real alloys the interfaces are

also known to be anisotropic. The influence of such

anisotropy on pattern selection during thin-film

growth is certainly a scope for future simulation

studies.
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